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The security you need.
The style you expect.

Yale’s new Lockmaster 21 Stable Door Lock provides the ultimate
functionality, style, and security in contemporary settings as well as
cottages and farmhouses.
The stable door lock has been designed to achieve PAS 24:2016 security as
standard. It features the trusted Lockmaster hook and anti-lift pin as well as an
easy-to-use push-in snib feature to prevent accidental lock-outs. Its s imple stylish
design means it fits s eamlessly with the aesthetics of stable doors.

To find out more about the Lockmaster 21 Stable Door Lock range,
please visit www.yaledws.co.uk or call 01902 366800

IT’S WHAT YOU

DON’T SEE...

THAT MAKES OUR NEW SLIM 70 MM

FLUSH STYLE

FREE UPGRADE!

FLUSH STYLE
ALUMINIUM WINDOWS
TO NEW

WINDOW SYSTEM

STAND OUT FROM THE COMPETITION
CONCEALED DRAINAGE

WITH NO UNSIGHTLY DRAIN CAPS

All the advantages of concealed drainage, without the problems

CONCEALED TRICKLE VENTILATION

No more ugly canopy vent covers

CONCEALED MULLIONS

33% Lower sightlines than a PVCu flush sash

DUMMY SASH OPTIONS

Can be made without dummy sashes

WE SUPPLY A FULL RANGE OF ALUMINIUM PRODUCTS MADE FOR THE TRADE
FLUSH WINDOWS | LANTERN ROOFS | CONSERVATORIES | DESIGNER FRONT DOORS

FREE UPGRADE!
GET UPGRADED TO

LIFT & SLIDE PATIO DOORS

ALUMINIUM BI-FOLD DOORS
7-DAY LEADTIME

FOR STOCK COLOURS WHITE, BLACK, GREY
DUAL GREY ON WHITE, & BLACK on WHITE

UK-WIDE SITE DELIVERIES EVERY WEEK | FAST QUOTES | THE LOWEST PRICES

CONTACT

JASON WOOTTON

01785 287907 | 07538 800203

sales@midlandaluminium.co.uk

MIDLAND ALUMINIUM LTD, STAFFORD ROAD (B5405), KNIGHTLEY, STAFFORDSHIRE, ST20 0JR
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Innovation comes built-in

60
Quotes
available in
60 minutes

INTERNAL BLINDS
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close the motorised MB System integral
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and easily integrate them into home
automation systems.

Morley Glass & Glazing Ltd
Unit 3
Leeds 27 Industrial Estate
Bruntcliffe Way
Leeds LS27 0HH

morleyglass.co.uk
0113 277 8722 sales@morleyglass.co.uk

News

Scores On The Doors –
Fans Flock To FIT

The organisers of the FIT
Show reckon that when it
opens at the NEC May 10-12,
scores of visitor will be piling
through the doors – with
doors of the garden variety
being the product most want
to see.
The UK’s only dedicated trade
show for the glass, glazing and
components industry now has
over 80% of space allocated to
exhibiting brands and visitor preregistration figures continue to
suggest that record numbers will
turn up. Numbers are well up
against the same point in the
campaign for 2019, the last time
the event was held.
Organisers have observed a
broadening of the types of people who have registered to visit
the exhibition, as well as a
change in focus for reasons for

attending and the products that
they want to see.
Installers (over 25%) are the
biggest group who have pre-registered to visit, closely followed
by fabricators (12%), glaziers
(11%) and builders/property
developers (9%). The broad mixture of categories spans right
through to merchants, architects
and local authorities.

On the doors
Garden doors in all their variants
are the number one product that
visitors want to see, compare
and purchase. Windows come
in at number two followed by
composite products, hardware
and furniture. Garden accessories feature more prominently
than previous years at 2% reflecting the growing trend for outdoor living.

Head honchos
The FIT Show typically attracts
10,000 visitors across the three
days of the show. A large proportion of those who have
registered early are company
directors (22.5%), business
owners (17%) and MD (12%).
Reinforcing the importance of
face-to-face business and the appetite to get back to live events,
the main reasons that pre-registrants have highlighted as their
reasons for visiting include to see
new products and equipment
(24%) and to meet suppliers,
customers and network (23%.)
There is also a clear appetite
for FIT Show’s learning programme with 21% of pre-registrants wanting to keep abreast of
changes in the industry (21%),
as well as specifically wanting to
attend seminars (7%). i

Barnsley Chop Reinstated –
236 Homes Now On The Plate

Revised plans by Harron
Homes Yorkshire for a
disused brownfiled site in
Barnsley for 236 new homes
has seen an area of Birch
Oak woodland reinstated
that in p
revious plans had
been chopped.
Harron Homes is now
confident that Barnsley Metropolitan Council will give
consent.
The site has stood empty for
50 years – the development is
charged with improving its
environmental outlook greatly.
The development will deliver a
mix of two, three and four bed-

room homes all with electric car
charging points and will feature
green open spaces with picnic
benches, a Trim Trail, a play
area, footpaths, wildlife habitats, a woodland and 12.5
hectares of wildflower areas.
Tony Lee, MD of Harron
Homes Yorkshire, said: “We are
hopeful that our plans will rejuvenate this derelict site while
maintaining the rich variety of
wildlife which calls this site
home and bring much needed
homes to the Barnsley area.” i
Picture: A typical Harron
Homes development.
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News

Environmental Commitment –
Picture Perfect

A commitment to recycling
PVC-U by the Veka Group
has been epitomised in a
photograph that captures a
delivery of recycled PVC-U
pellet by Veka Recycling to
sister company, systems
extruder Veka Plc.
Veka was the first major
PVC-U window brand to realise
the value and commit to the recycling of the material, which
may be recycled and re-manufactured into new products as

many as 10 times, when it
opened the first dedicated
recycling facility in Behringen,
Germany, in 1993.
The tanker deliveries of highquality recycled pellet to Veka
Plc’s Burnley plant mark the
latest phase of the group’s commitment to the promotion of
PVC-U as a sustainable material, with the completion of Veka
Recycling’s state-of-the-art facility in Northamptonshire at the
end of last year.
Deliveries by tanker allow 26
tonnes of PVC-U pellet – enough
to provide 75% recycled content for 27,500 metres of profile – to be transferred at each
end of the journey in less than a
couple of hours, with as many
as three deliveries per week.
“The completion of our
Wellingborough plant enables
us to supply our sister company
in Burnley not simply due to the

availability of high volumes of
recycled material but also
because the quality satisfies
Veka Plc’s standards for quality,” said Simon Scholes, MD of
Veka Recycling. “Although we
are both part of Veka we have
not been given the automatic
right to supply Burnley. We had
to demonstrate an ability to supply high volumes of quality material on a regular basis.”
Veka Plc MD Neil Evans said
that the completion of the plant,
followed by strenuous trials,
enabled his company to honour
its commitment to the inclusion
of higher levels of re-cyclate in
its products. He says: “This
commitment is contained in our
Corporate Social Responsibilitymanifesto.”
Veka Recycling continues to
supply a number of other established customers with recycled
material. i

Glass Recycling
Capacity Boosted

Morley Glass, the Screenline
integral blinds manufacturer,
will be recycling more postconsumer glass and supporting more local good
causes than ever following
the installation of new waste
glass processing equipment.
The state of the art automated
machinery will process glass
collected from Uni-Blinds installers. It has been installed at
Morley Glass’ HQ and factory
near Leeds. It replaces the
existing and pioneering ‘Crush’
machinery, which has been
retired after two reliable years
of service.
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The new machine is designed
to be smarter and more productive through automation, extracting a larger amount of
annealed glass out of the frame.
This first stage recycling
(L-R) Kevin Murphy, Morley
Glass General Manager and
Lee Glover, Batch Plant and
Cullet Recycling Manager,
with the new automated
glass recycling machinery
which will triple the amount
of post-consumer glass
processed into glass cullet
for the manufacture of new
glass.

process is a joint initiative between Morley Glass and SaintGobain Glass whereby the
cullet is collected in half tonne
bags for use as a raw material
in the production of new glass.
Saint-Gobain pays Morley and
Morley uses the money to fund
charitable causes. i

ROOF
LANTERN
FITTED
IN
MINUTES

10%

NEW CUSTOMER
DISCOUNT

SUPPLY & INSTALL
THE MULTI-AWARD
WINNING ALUMINIUM
LANTERN

QUOTE CODE
IP-K01

FASTER

Average installation under 30 mins

STRONGER

3m x 2.5m possible with no mid rafters

WARMER

Premium seals, class leading thermals

SLIMMER

Uninterrupted
Sight Lines
SLIMMER
Seamless joints and cappings

SUPPORT

The best trade lantern

Easy installation

Competitive pricing, reliable, fast
lead times & delivery

www.madefortrade.co
Tel: 01642 610799

ﬁnd us on facebook

* Discount applies to new trade customers and ﬁrst, single item purchase only of the Korniche Roof Lantern.

Cover Story
Yale has responded
to the increasing
trend for stable
doors in
contemporary
settings as well as
cottages and
farmhouses with the
launch of its new
Lockmaster 21
stable door lock.

Bolting The Stable Door
Made specifically for PVC
and composite stable doors,
the
Lockmaster
21
is
a combination of Yale’s
recently launched multipoint door lock and its
Lockmaster Keyturn key-operated multi-point lock for
doors with a more aesthetically pleasing appearance.
The Lockmaster 21 stable door
lock has been designed, developed and tested with Shepley,
the trade window and composite door fabricator.
It achieves PAS 24:2016 security as standard when incorporated as part of a doorset –
demonstrating that it has satisfied
a range of criteria to prove it can
resist common methods of attack
from burglars.
Hook and anti-lift pin
The lock’s security credentials
are aided by the signature Lockmaster hook and anti-lift pin on
both the top and bottom leaf,
maintaining the hardware story
across multiple door styles
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offered by the majority of Compliance
fabricators. It also features an Paul Atkinson, Managing Direceasy-to-use push-in snib feature to tor at Yale, adds: “The new Lockmaster 21 stable door lock is a
prevent accidental l ock-outs.
The range includes 35mm and long anticipated, welcome addi45mm backsets, is available tion to our range, enabling us to
with or without rollers and comes offer a solution for composite,
with a two-piece keep that timber and PVC stable door sets,
which are now a popular choice
makes installation easier.
in modern settings as well as
Testing
more traditional ones.
It is tested to 240 hours of corro“The range provides all the
sion resistance (Grade 4) and security and compliance benefits
features a faceplate made of that people expect from our
430 stainless with Yale branding. Lockmaster line, while seamlessly
fitting in with the aesthetics of
Development
stable doors. In this way, it
“We were pleased to work with provides the ultimate lock
Yale on the development of the solution for fabricators and
Lockmaster 21 Stable Door Lock, installers of stable doors.” i
providing our expertise to help
ensure that testing and functionality are of the highest standard. To learn more about the
The final product is an excellent new Lockmaster 21 Stable
addition to the market and will Door Lock from Yale – go to
enhance both our own range of www.yaledoorandwindow
stable doors and other stable solutions.co.uk
doors across the industry,” says
Tony Ball. Sales Director at
Shepley.

VISOFOLD 1000
BI-FOLD DOORS

from

£345
PER
LEAF

10%

NEW CUSTOMER
DISCOUNT
QUOTE CODE
IP-B01

EASY INSTALLATION

Market leading trade Bi-fold Door

LARGE SASH WIDTHS

Up to 1200mm wide

STOCK COLOUR CHOICE

White, Anthracite Grey, Black & Dual Colour

PRE-HUNG & SLIMMER
QA CHECKED

Uninterrupted
Sight Lines
Safer
site delivery

SUPPORT

The best trade lantern

Competitive pricing, reliable,
fast lead times

www.madefortrade.co
Tel: 01642 610799

ﬁnd us on facebook

* Per leaf price is unglazed and may vary depending on size and speciﬁcation of the door. Lead time is based on a standard colour. Postcode restrictions apply
* Discount applies to new trade customers and ﬁrst, single item purchase only of the Visofold Bifolding Doors

The Don Waterworth Technical & Legal Column

Written by Don Waterworth BSc (Hons)
FCABE MEWI Chartered Building Engineer /
Building Surveyor,Expert Witness,
Accredited Mediator – Tel: 0800 1954922

The Price Of Apples?
The Cost Of Court

Barbara Pilcher sued
Antoinette Williams,
because she is sensitive
to wasps and also dislikes
the smells that come her
neighbour’s compost
heap. It’s cost £200,000 in
court in an argument over
fruit falling into Pilcher’s
garden.

You may have read in the
news of a dispute in the
south of England between
two neighbours who were
arguing over an apple tree,
writes Don Waterworth The
Installer’s Technical Expert.
Over a period of seven years
the dispute deepened and deepened. The result was that the
parties found themselves with a
£200,000.00 bill – with one of
them having to pay the other’s
share.

If the matter is settled quickly, then which addresses the desire to
he/she does not have the oppor- avoid litigation by agreeing a settunity to rack-up a huge legal bill tlement before court proceedings.
This rarely happens however
against you.
and if you are ever involved in a
dispute, remember that the soliciHang this up
I will provide you with a quote tor is working for you and you
that I have printed on the back of must insist that ADR (Alternative
my business card (I am a long- Dispute Resolution) is pursued.
serving trained mediator) which rather than litigation. Mediation
you should re-print and put on is the most common form of ADR.
This is where a trained negotiator
your office wall:
listens to both parties’ cases and
‘So long as human nature is tries to get them to reach an
what it is, there will always be agreement – which is often a fair
disputes. And those disputes, compromise.
whatever their character,
must be resolved – if society Call me
is to exist in a civilised way – I have written on mediation over
as quickly, as cheaply and as the past few issues and will consatisfactory as possible’.
tinue on the theme...I will highLord Justice Roskill in his
light its benefits. In the meantime
Alexander Lecture of 1978
if you have any questions, queries

Wow, wow, wow...and wow
again
Wow! And Wow, wow,
wow...and wow again. How
could they let this get so out of
hand?
Nevertheless, this is one of the
vagaries of litigation and as
always, between the claimant
and the defendant, there is
success or failure – but with the
legal people, they win in any
Negotiation is the way
event.
In any dispute you become inReason doesn’t suit the volved with, you must insist that
negotiations take place. There is
lawyers
You must always seek a reasoned in fact a requirement called ‘Presolution for any dispute. Would action protocol’ which solicitors
this suit your solicitor? Not at all. are meant to adhere to, part of
10 | The Don Waterworth Technical & Legal Column | The Installer

of concerns, give me a call direct
on 01942 523702. i

If only I’d been able to speak to
those Apple Tree neighbours –
how much money and aggravation and bad feeling could I have
saved? Don.

VISOGLIDE PLUS FROM
SLIDING DOORS £1139*

DELIVERED

NEW

15%

FIRST ORDER
INTRODUCTORY
FROM
DISCOUNT
QUOTE CODE
IP-VG01

THERMALLY BROKEN ALUMINIUM

Slim proﬁle, Lipped outer frame, Sobinco locks

INDUSTRY LEADING CUSTOMER SERVICE
Comprehensive install guide & support

LARGE SASH WIDTHS

Up to 6.5m wide in 2 panes. 2-4 panes available

SLIMMER
STOCK COLOUR
CHOICE
Uninterrupted Sight Lines

White, Anthacite Grey & Black, Dual Colour

SUPPORT
FAST LEAD
TIMES
The best
trade lantern

Reliable safe site delivery
www.madefortrade.co
Tel: 01642 610799

ﬁnd us on facebook

* Price is unglazed and may vary depending on size and speciﬁcation of the door. Lead time is based on a standard colour. Postcode restrictions apply
* Discount applies to new trade customers and ﬁrst, single item purchase only of the Smart Visoglide Plus Sliding Doors | Image for representation ony
* Offer price based on a 2 pane, a single sliding door at 2mx2.1m. Unglazed

GGF Health & Safety Column

Evolving A Framework
For Better Business

The Glass and Glazing Federation has launched a member-wide consultation on
‘Evolve – a framework for better business’ which sets out a set of values and
principles businesses can use to improveimprove. The long term aim is to build a
modern industry of socially responsible, sustainable and people-centred
companies using modern, organisational culture and risk and resilience solutions.
The architect of the ‘Evolve –
a framework for better business’ is James MacPherson,
GGF Health, Safety & Environment Manager (HSE). So The
Installer asked him more
about this huge undertaking.

goods that you rely on might be
held up as the firm is under HSE
investigation. Both of these are
operational risks.
Ultimately boards will buy into
Evolve when they are ready.
The world’s highest risk industries and most forward thinking
brands are already thinking
ahead and becoming socially
responsible, sustainable and people-centred companies. So it’s just
a matter of time until boards in
this sector buy into Evolve.

Getting buy-in
The Installer: It looks as if
Evolve is seeking to build a
bridge between HS&E and the
business per se – can that be
achieved? How do you entice all
the different managers out of
their silos and persuade the The Installer: Is Evolve peopleboard to buy in?
centred or is it business centred?
JM: You can’t have a business
JM: Firstly it’s important to make without people so to be businessit clear that Evolve is an Opera- centred you need to be peopletional Risk management frame- centred and vice versa. People
work therefore health and safety make the decisions at both the
is just one part. I don’t think sharp and the blunt end of the
health and safety will pull all business. However, I will add
managers out of their silos when that we have three values within
it is not relevant to them all of the Evolve for a reason: Culture,
time (an accounts department ‘s Resilience and Human Performfocus is on getting money in and ance. Culture is about putting
bills paid).
people, corporate social responHowever, operational risks will sibility and sustainability in our
be part of everything we do – be priorities and developing more
that corporate social responsibil- caring leaders and building
ity, quality, safety, health, etc. psychological safety.
The decisions we make and
Resilience is about improving
behaviours we see are central to our risk management and
how we manage risks. Do you becoming resilient to changes,
want to have an account with a accidents catastrophes etc.
company that is known to default
Human Performance is about
on its bills?; do you want a sup- being people-centred and errorplier with a bad health and tolerant (tolerant of errors so you
safety reputation which means learn by mistakes; and having a
12 | GGF H&S Column | The Installer

tolerance so that if you do make
a mistake if can be rectified as
opposed to it being a disaster). If
you run a safe company, providing no one makes a mistake, you
can be safe through luck not
necessarily by design. It is better
to be safe by design.
So Is Evolve people or business-centred? It’s both because
both need to exist and to work in
tandem to perform and succeed.
The Installer: Will we discover
that pandemic-catch-up will compromise the desire to report near
misses which is fundamental to
learning from mistakes?
JM: We can’t deny that Covid
has stretched our businesses
and our metal resilience. There
is a sense that pandemic-fatigue
will have set in now. Will Covid
impact our desire to report near
misses? Maybe. Yet I think that
we were not very good at it
before anyway. People reporting stuff is a behaviour and
behaviours have loads of different reasons to why they are
what they are. Most of the time
the issue with near miss reporting is our compliance over ipact
approach. We are more focused on the over formalised
and complicated methods of
reporting near misses as
opposed to what we think we
are trying to achieve – which is
finding signs of issues, learn
from them and react.

GGF Health & Safety Column

www.ggf.org.uk

We as organisations create risk of mental health better and
the systems that define the be- address it.
A lot of practices that we will
haviours.
develop as Evolve matures, espeThe Installer: Psychological cially Human Performance, will
Safety – how do we change the benefit mental health improveperception of health and safety ments, however, ultimately organso that it includes workplace well- isations need to ask themselves
being and mental health; and what are they trying to achieve?
accept health and safety as a Compliance? Or impact? The
driver for a ‘safe environment’ GGF will continue to develop
where people are encouraged to guidance and provide solutions
to help members achieve complichallenge the status quo?
JM: Mental Health and Psycho- ance and Evolve is about helping
logical safety are two different them have impact.
To your other part of the questhings, (one of the reasons we
chose not to use the term in our tion, how do you change the perEvolve principles). Psychological ception of health and safety?,
Safety is about people feeling well as you know I have been trysafe to speak up. It’s about lead- ing to do this for years on my
ers listening and reacting in a podcast and YouTube channel
productive way. It’s about teams Rebranding Safety. I have come
collaboratively challenging each to believe a large part of it is
other to achieve the same goal understanding that health and
even though that conversation safety is but one part of our
may be hard to have. The major- organisational risks and that the
ity of Psychological Safety is organisation is an interconnected
about leadership and their system hence Evolve – Operarelationship with the workforce.
tional Risk framework.
Occupational Wellbeing and
Metal Health are health risks and The Installer: It is almost imposquite complex ones at that. sible to reduce the death rate as
Evolve will help members see and it is already so low (ergo a 1% reunderstand mental health as a duction would be one-and-a-half
risk to the business and their peo- less dead people). Meanwhile
ple. If they embrace Evolve and we have thousands if not hunchange the way they view the dreds-of-thousands
(of
the
worker and the organisation e.g. 693,000 injuries last year) life
start seeing them as all important changing accidents – falls from
but fallible cogs in a machine, height, transport injuries, etc. Is
they will start to understand the there an argument that we have

to stop talking death and start
talking being wheelchair bound
as the risk to an able bodied people, from an accident at work?
JM: Ultimately it’s not one or the
other for me, both are unacceptable. Under Evolve, we would
recommend organisations separate out their significant and fatal
risks to always spend specific
time and resources to focus on
those life-changing risks and
build that tolerance I mentioned
above to make mistakes and
those mistakes not be disasters. It
should not be about asking
what’s the likelihood? or what’s
compliant? It should be about
how can we fail (make mistakes)
but still be in the safe zone? If you
fail because you didn’t consider
the health and safety risk or you
didn’t allow a l
ittle leeway to
make a ‘harmless mistake’, then
you risk that someone’s life will
be ended or changed forever.
The Installer: So is it time to
talk risk (risk management, risk &
consequence and risk and
reward) rather than safety?
JM: Well seeing as Evolve is an
operational risk framework, I
think it’s clear I would say yes.
Health and safety is an aspect of
risk. We believe that organisations need to take a holistic
approach to operational risk
management and start to
understand how they are all
interconnected. i
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Market View

Customer/Supplier –
The Shift In Dynamic

Where once the onus was on suppliers to invest in the customer
relationship and try to build loyalty, that’s been completely turned on its
head and it’s now customers having to do most of the hard work, says
David Thornton, Chairman of The Window Company (Contracts).
Over the past year, we all
know there’s been a fairly
radical shift in the supply
chain dynamic – and not just
when it comes to demand,
supply and labour, writes
David Thornton.
One of the most interesting
changes that’s taken place is in
the relationship between the supplier and the customer. Where
once the onus was on suppliers
to invest in the relationship and
try to build customer loyalty, that’s
been completely turned on its
head and it’s now customers having to do most of the hard work.
Customers competing
I’ve been in this industry for
decades and I’ve never known a
situation like we are in now
where customers at various
points in the supply chain are
having to compete with one
another to get hold of stock.
Understandably, there’s allocation going on at every level –
from raw materials and profiles
to hardware, glass and finished
frames, yet the decisions about
who is getting that allocation
seems to come down to relationships as much as it does to
buying power.
Supplying the profitable
I’m regularly hearing of component suppliers and fabricators
shedding customers as they
prioritise those who are easiest or
most profitable to deal with and
certainly I know plenty of
14 | Market View |The Installer

installers have found themselves
almost without stock as a result.
As a commercial installer
buying upwards of 500
frames per week and with a
track record for always paying our bills promptly, we
would consider ourselves to
be a ‘good customer’. Certainly, we’ve never had any
problems getting hold of frames
before but this year that’s been
as much down to the time we’ve
spent visiting suppliers, negotiating on deadlines and dual and
triple sourcing, as it has to our
ability to pay.
Is this a permanent shift?
I’m not sure how long this
situation will continue or
whether it represents a permanent shift in how the supplier/customer relationship
works but if it does, where
does it leave the smaller installers in this industry who
don’t have time to invest in
keeping their suppliers on
side and who don’t have
the resources or buying
power that we do? i

Picture: David Thornton
(above) and getting the
coffee for David Green from
BDC Aluminium.
www.thewinco.co.uk

High performance. Infinite views.
Say Hello to Hi-Finity.
Hi-Finity from Reynaers Aluminium combines expert engineering
with elegant aesthetics to create a system that delivers:
•

Mechanical Lock Manual Operation, Electric Lock Manual Operation and
Motorised Operation versions available to cover different needs and wishes.

•

Window Wall with 35mm Mullion sightline variant available, providing a simple
way of extending the Sliding Doors to a Glass Wall to allow a panoramic view.

•

A minimalist appearance with ultra-slim sightlines stretching to 4m in height.

•

Uf value as low as 1.4 W/m²K (frame/vent dependent).

•

High insulation, fulfilling current and near-future market demands.

Reynaers
Aluminium

Together for better
reynaers.co.uk
0121 421 1999 reynaersltd@reynaers.com

Aluminium Systems

Robbing
Peter?

When Lumi decided to
launch an aluminium
version of its ‘frameless’
window that looks similar
in every way to its
stablemates, some
wondered if they were
simply going to take sales
from the established
products. Nothing is that
simple with Lumi, says MD
Asa McGillian.
“As has so often happened since we
launched Lumi in 2015, the market has
behaved
unpredictably, says
Asa
McGillian,.
When asked how the much-vaunted
aluminium framed version of Lumi had been
accepted by the market, the results were not as
might be expected. McGillian says: “We sell
Lumi, predominantly, through trade partners in
the UK and Ireland. And they are reporting that
whilst enquiries are substantially up for Lumi
with the announcement of the aluminium
version, when homeowners are presented with
the Lumi portfolio, many switch to Lumi 2, the
PVC-U outer framed version and even Lumi 3,
the original, ‘PassivHaus’ version.”
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Aluminium Systems
against what they perceived as
‘plastic’ windows. In fact, we
have received many comments
that Lumi should always have
been aluminium. And so Lumi
Aluminium was born to suit market demand.”

Identical trio
The Lumi window is
identical at first sight but the
quite major differences between
Lumi Aluminium, Lumi 2 and
Lumi 3 become obvious with
closer examination. The contemporary appearance of all Lumi
windows and doors is defined
by the external, edge-to-edge
glazing that conceals the subframe of the window beneath an
opaque band that is printed to
the reverse of the glass. The
window is very distinctive and
often favoured by architects and
home-owners seeking a more
contemporary, individual finish
for their projects.

cussed. “The original focus for
Lumi was to manufacture a
window that was uncompromised in its specification,” explains McGillian “and it is
therefore expensive. But of
course, we reached people at all
levels through our marketing and
they liked the distinctive design
of Lumi and wanted to buy it. So
we introduced Lumi 2.”
Designed unequivocally for the
home improvement sector, Lumi
2 is double glazed, with outerframes produced in PVC-U, with
the sashes in pultruded GRP.
What’s the difference?
Crucially, it is as easy to handle
The original Lumi 3 is so called be- and install as conventional
cause it is triple glazed as standard. frames. Sales soared as a result.
Framing is manufactured using pultruded GRP sections which give the Lumi Aluminium
products extraordinary i
nherent The surge in interest for alustrength and superb thermal per- minium windows and doors did
formance. Lumi 3 windows are not escape McGillian and Lumi
aimed squarely at upmarket speci- Aluminium was launched in
fiers.
2020. “We have lost sales in the
past for Lumi when people
realised that it was not aluLumi 2
The decision to launch Lumi 2 – minium,” says McGillian. “This
double glazed of course – came revealed a sort of snobbery in
after the firm became used to re- the market. There is no obvious
ceiving enquiries for the product visual difference in Lumi in any
from owners of mid-market material but homeowners and
homes and having them quickly especially architects had this fixmove on when costs were dis- ation on aluminium…or perhaps

Robbing Peter?
Has Lumi Aluminium stolen sales
from Lumi 2, if not Lumi 3?
McGillian says that the aluminium version has become
the biggest seller but it has increased sales across the
range. “Ironically we have increased sales significantly in
Lumi 2 because it looks the same
but is less expensive,” he says.
“And for higher end projects we
have even swung sales in favour
of Lumi 3 when the specification
is simply for ‘the best’.
Sales are divided approximately between 50% for Lumi
Aluminium and Lumi 2 and 3
25% each. “Sales overall have
surged for Lumi during the past
year or so, just as they have for
all home improvement products,”
McGillian told The Installer. “But
the real surprise is Lumi 3, which
has an extraordinary average
order value of £33,000, with
Lumi 2 averaging at £12,500
and aluminium, unsurprisingly
between its siblings at around
£18,000.” “Trying to predict the
market with a product for which
the differences are hidden, yet
which has completely different
price points, has been incredibly
difficult,” McGillian admits. “Fortunately, sales have gone the
right way for all versions – i
f
nothing else, we know that home
owners like the one thing all versions have in common – i
ts
looks.” i
Pictures: Page 1 – Lumi
Aluminium and Asa
McGillian and Page 2 – The
original triple glazed Lumi 3
with pultruded GRP
sections.
www.lumiwindows.com
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The new range of Lumi aluminium
windows has been created after
listening to the wishes of window
installers. The new range is a
lighter, slimmer window that
still retains its designer good
looks but now makes it a perfect
replacement option for the home
improvement market.

L IGH T WEI GHT,
B UT NOT A L I GHTWEIGH T

Lumi’s iconic ‘frameless’ look and
super-slim sightlines are now available
in easier-to-handle aluminium units.
They are everything that’s good about
Lumi, just lighter.
P ROTECTS OUR P L A NET
P ROTECTS THEIR H OME

Lumi windows are ﬁlled with Argon gas,
use low E-glass and have internal thermal
breaks to retain more heat. That’s good
news for your customers’ fuel bills and
brilliant news for the environment. We also
believe that striving for the ultimate window
shouldn’t compromise security. That’s why
every Lumi window has a high-security
locking system and anti-leverage hinge bolts
as standard across the range.
EASY D OES I T

Lumi’s light, slim windows are easy to
install, especially as they arrive on-site
fully assembled, with no cutting required.
And because of their new, slim proﬁle
they slot straight into the cavity left by
the windows you’re replacing.

To find out more, call our sales team
on 03300 415 014 or email sales@lumiwindows.com
www.lumiwindows.com

Aluminium Systems

www.kestrelaluminum.co.uk

Adding Value To
Fenestration Design

Aluminium is so versatile it is used in design-led projects
at both the commercial and high-end residential level.
Despite the competitive nature of the sector, a few
manufacturers are achieving clear differentiation through
their technical and service capabilities.
The increasing preference for
aluminium in window and
door frame construction
owes much to its versatility
and design life value.
Widespread specification is
resulting in increasingly diverse
projects across the client s
pectrum,
from
prominent
commercial clients in the public
and private sectors to ‘high end’
self-builds.
Despite the competitive nature
of the sector, a few manufacturers are achieving clear differentiation through their technical
and service capabilities. This
has been prompted by increasing demand for a high level of
flexibility of product performance and assistance given to
specifiers throughout the design
process.

Lead times
Tight building schedules associated with many urban developments in particular has also put
added pressure on lead times.
This has made a ‘just in time’
approach to manufacturing
impractical so maintaining a
stock of the extensive range of
standard profiles used in
window and door fabrication
has become essential.
Typically, this requires ongoing availability of profile lengths
from 1.1 to 6.1 metres. This
enables fabricators to keep
wastage levels to a minimum
and provides lasting assurance
that tendering can be maintained at a consistently competitive level. The knock-on effect
has been a clear trend in the
proportion of commercial and
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residential work accounted
for by aluminium rather than
PVC-U.
Bespoke but fast
For orders in which bespoke
features such as RAL colours are
involved, the production methods and equipment need to
enable quick turnaround. Where
once the norm for delivery to site
was several weeks, the demand
now is for just a few days. This
requires the use of the very latest
fully automated production techniques and the necessary confidence to invest accordingly.
The need also for sustainable
manufacturing is paramount –
the best manufacturers will recover the highest levels of the
powder coating possible during
the colouring process.

Aluminium Systems

Windows and doors
influence building design
In terms of the visual aesthetic,
window and door design has
not only kept pace with the
requirements of contemporary
architecture but is positively influencing it. The use of sleek profiles which maximise the glazing
area while remaining secure, inherently strong and energyefficient have become commonplace. However, there is cause
for concern in terms of the aluminium thickness being used by
some manufacturers. For effective long-term performance, a
specifier should make clear the
minimum requirement in accordance with standards such as
BS4873 – Specification for aluminium alloy windows and
doorsets.
BREEAM
To put the value of technical
input of a manufacturer into
perspective, fenestration accounts for up to 40 credits of the
119 available in a BREEAM assessment for new buildings.

Coton House
Individual projects which have
benefitted from such collaboration include a housing project in
which aluminium window and
door systems have been
installed as a primary feature is
the development of five and six
bedroom houses by CALA
Homes on the Coton House
Estate near Rugby.
Designed to maximise natural
light, the architect specified the
Kestrel Aluminium 100mm box
and plate curtain walling system
incorporating Kestrel 60mm
windows to create a dramatic
frontage to the houses. Curtain
walling is more commonly
thought of as a commercial product, however with positive benefits in terms of installation speed
and cost it is becoming increasingly common for it to be
installed in the home creating a
light and airy living space. The
60mm casement window system
creates a stylish and simple
frame that provides maximum
thermal efficiency meeting the exacting standards of Document L.

Folding sliding doors
Used in conjunction with low
U-value double glazed units the
homeowners can be sure that
their homes are safe, secure and
energy-efficient. To complete the
project Kestrel folding sliding
doors were specified that can be
stacked on either side once
opened, ensuring they occupy
the least amount of usable space
as possible and allow natural
light to flood into the building.
Growing
Whether for highly complex
architecture or a simple feature
of housing design, aluminium
window and door systems offer
the widest range of uses. With
its critical combination of
aesthetics and high functionality,
the material is surely set to
secure a steadily increasing
market share. i
Pictures: Page 1 – A
contemporary commercial
project and Page 2 – Coton
House Estate development
featuring Kestrel Aluminium.
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The tried and trusted glazing system
Our thermally efficient ground floor treatment system is a secure and cost-effective method of glazing low
rise commercial projects such as schools, retail buildings and public buildings. It is versatile, adaptable and
designed to integrate with Kestrel window and door systems. Tried, tested and trusted by architects,
specifiers, fabricators and installers alike it is the system for high specification designs in modern buildings.
For more information, visit www.kestrelaluminium.co.uk or call 0121 333 3575.

WINDOWS

DOORS

ROOFING

SHOPFRONT

CURTAIN WALL

BRINGING LIGHT INTO LIVING

www.kestrelaluminium.co.uk
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Sliding Doors 4
City & Suburbia
Wojciech Brozyna – MD of Aluprof UK
says there are several design choices
when considering the specification of
sliding doors. Not only are the
opening styles important there are
also factors that will make the door
look and perform better for longer.
There are several design
choices when considering
the specification of sliding
doors for use in a city high rise
or in a typical residential setting, writes Wojciech Brozyna
– MD of Aluprof UK.
Not only are the opening styles
important to suit the client’s
needs, there are also choices
which will make the door both
look and perform better for
longer, if specified correctly. The
types of sliding door can be
broken down into two basic
operational functions, these can
be simple inline sliding or folding
sliding.

allows the panel to open in and
then slide to one side behind the
fixed panel. The ‘lift and slide’
offers a lift facility with a large
handle, that once operated, lifts
the sliding panel up very slightly
Inline sliding doors
off the bottom seals and then
Inline sliding doors consist of allows the panel to slide with little
large sliding panels which slide effort. These systems can be specwithin the door reveal to open the ified with 2, 3 or 4 tracks allowroom up to the outside. In their ing the door panels to stack
most basic form, they are two behind each other within the
sliding panels, normally with one door reveal. There is also the
fixed and one sliding. Along with option to hide the door panel or
the basic sliding doors, there are panels into a side wall given the
‘tilt and slide’ doors and ‘lift and space, to offer an almost clear
slide’ doors. These doors offer opening.
higher weather ratings than the
basic sliding door systems.
Folding sliding
The ‘tilt and slide’ is basically a Sliding folding arrangements
large open-in sash which is fully allow the doors to ‘concertina’
sealed with a centre seal and is open. Doors are stacked perpenlocked with multiple points dicular to the track, either on one
around the frame. The hardware side or both sides, depending on

their design. These doors can
either stack internally or externally, again, depending on the
design option. Because of their
frame design and ease of installation, they are often specified in
home improvement applications.
Installation
Crucial to all large sliding door
installations is the need to have a
substantial structure to fix to on all
sides. Often the head of the
opening can cause issues, particularly on a wide door installation.
If there is any settlement of a
lintel or structure, this can cause
issues with future operability. Live
loads should also be considered
to ensure that the sliding door
does not bind in certain loading
conditions. Colour can also become an issue, such as a dark
door facing south, so expansion
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should be allowed for in the construction. Clear guidance should
be sought on these issues from
the systems company and structural engineer to ensure ease of
operation.
Style over substance
Given the styles of door available, the choice comes down to
visual appearance and practicality. Externally stacking sliding
folding doors may not be suitable
in a high-rise application due to
limited space on a balcony. Sliding doors do offer more clear
glazing per opening with much
less aluminium visible but may
not offer a full opening. With
more available outdoor space,
sliding folding doors are often
chosen for home improvement or
new traditional home build or
grand designs type projects.

watertightness when tested to BS
EN 12208. This door has also
been successfully tested to CWCT
standards when used within a
high rise facade and is possibly
the door style most often chosen
by specifiers for high rise use.

Thresholds
Key for most designers and specifiers on high rise applications is
the threshold arrangement which
is to be kept as low as possible
in order not to create a trip
hazard. Basic sliding doors and
tilt and slide doors will need
some form of step or visible
frame at the threshold but the lift
and slide only needs a low or
flush threshold, with a groove for
a guided roller, the weather seals
being carried in the sliding
panel. The choice is with the
specifier, yet the lift and slide
door option offers the best combination of ease of use, best use
Always the weather
Weather performance is crucial, of space, flush threshold, high
especially in high rise applica- weather rating and minimal
tions. Basic sliding doors often maintenance requirements.
will not meet the exposure requirements of a high rise location Noise
but lift and slide doors that rely on In a traditional residential applitheir weight once closed to rest cation sound attenuation may not
weather seals, can offer excep- be an issue but on high rise,
tional weathering capability. particularly on lower levels, an
Aluprof’s MB-77HS system, for acoustic glass may be required. It
example, offers an impressive is possible to specify systems
maximum Class 4 air tightness which can accept thicker acoustic
when tested to BS EN 12207 glazing at lower floors and on
and a Class 9A (600Pa) for upper floors revert to a more
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traditional double or triple
glazed unit. This can often be
accommodated in one design of
a sliding door system. Sound
attenuation may also be required
through any trickle vents so the
accommodation of these larger
vents will need to be considered
when specifying a sliding door
system.
Security
All sliding doors are well
equipped today with quality
locks that meet PAS 24, however
for traditional residential applications at ground floor level, possible additional security is required
dependent on the location.
Remote control options are also
becoming more popular on
sliding doors where doors can be
opened from a remote control or
an application on a smart
device.
As with all user operated devices, at some time in the f
uture, all doors will require some
form of maintenance. It is worth
considering this regarding the
availability of parts so, choosing
a systems company of repute,
such as Aluprof, would be
strongly advised. i
Pictures: Page 1 – Wojciech
Brozyna and 2 – Aluprof’s
MB Slimline.
www.aluprof.eu

2000+
DISPUTED MATTERS
DEALT WITH

30+

YEARS OF EXPERIENCE
IN THE INDUSTRY

Meet the

Mediator
Don Waterworth
Litigation can easily take up to 2 years to a ﬁnal hearing, and
easily cost over £100,000.00 to the unsuccessful party. Compare
this with Mediation, often 1 day, £1,000.00 or so per party, and
most matters are resolved successfully in that 1 day.

Proud member of

A LEADING EXPERT IN MEDIATION & DISPUTE RESOLUTION
•

Advice is always given honestly, in detail and in best interests

•

Don’s strength lies in his ability to ﬁnd solutions in disputes

•

Understanding of the process and requirements of mediation

•

From the Supreme Court in London to local small claims courts

has
Expert Witness Services • Building Surveyors • Building Engineers

hanley amos stewart
Quality, reliability and professionalism…

Don Waterworth is thorough, eﬀective, and
he has an amazing ability to comfort truly frazzled
clients. His reports are concise yet detailed and to the
point, and he is a convincing witness at mediations
and in Court. You would want him on your side, and
not on the other.
John Brooke - Senior Consultant, Clyde & Co

Expert services you can trust

01942 523702
Email: hanley.a.stewart@btconnect.com
www.hanleyamosstewart.co.uk
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New Building Regs Are Not
A Chore With PuRe

Building regulation compliance doesn’t have to be a
chore with thermally-efficient
PURe aluminium windows
says SAS which not only work
with the new lower U-value
targets but are also easy to
work with.
Senior Architectural Systems’
PURe has been developed and
refined through collaboration
with the company’s fabricator
base to ensure that it is simple to
fabricate, install and maintain.
“We’ve always worked closely
with our fabricators and installers
to give them what they want,
when they want it and we’re
pleased that we’re ahead of the
game in terms of offering our
customers a compliant, low
U-value aluminium window that
not only complies with the new
targets but is easy to work with,”

says James Keeling-Heane, Sales
Director at SAS.
“Despite its thermal-efficiency
and PUR thermal barrier (which
gives the system the potential to
achieve U-values as low as 0.71
W/m2K when calculated as a
CEN commercial standard window), the PURe window system
doesn’t require any special tooling or training,” adds KeelingHeane.
PURe windows are constructed
using mitred corners, joined with
crimped or mechanical cleats.
The system also features alignment chevrons to assist in achieving clean and accurate mitres
and in line with good practice, a
propriety sealant is used on all
metal joints. For further ease of
fabrication, the system’s integral
transoms and mullions are
scribed around the outer frames

and fixed with either screw ports
or shear blocks.
The windows are available in
a variety of styles and configurations, including casement, tilt
and turn, overswing reversible
and parallel push opening. The
system is also available in a
wide range of colours and
finishes via Senior’s in-house
powder-coating facility. i
www.seniorarchitectural
systems.co.uk

Hey – The Invisible – Man!

If you were a bit of an ageing
hippy living in Pontefract, you
would definitely be declaring
‘wow, hey man’ if you saw (or
didn’t see) the near-invisible
frameless glass balustrade
supplied by TuffX to a local
property.

TuffX supplied 15 panels of
17.5mm toughened and laminated clear safety glass with
dubbed corners for a totally
frameless balustrade.
From the outside looking onto
the finished detached house, the
completed balustrade is barely
visible at all, leaving the property’s architectural features and
symmetrical lines completely on
show. Meanwhile, from inside,
the residents can enjoy a similarly unimpaired view out.
The
slimline,
frameless
balustrade also makes the most
The first floor of the gable- of the limited room available on
fronted house is set back slightly the narrow terrace. Space, light,
from the one below, leaving a full views and safety have all been
length but narrow roof terrace maximised with this great lookaccessible from the upper storey. ing, easy to maintain glass
The customer brief was for a safe, balustrade solution. i
secure yet completely unobtrusive
www.tuffxglass.co.uk
balcony solution.
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Get A Handle On Door Deliveries

It’s been a tough time lately
for the industry, which is why
online builders’ merchants
Door Superstore is helping its
trade customers get back on
track with free delivery and
next day delivery options.
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than ever to choose, purchase
and install products from across
its 14,000 strong range of
internal and external wooden,
glazed and composite doors and
accessories.
The superstore’s current offers
include free delivery on all orders
over £150+ VAT and next day
delivery on a range of door
lining sets, locks, handles and
both internal and fire rated
doors.
Further discounts are currently
available, with 5% off all orders
over £500 and 10% on orders
over £1,000.
The Door Superstore website
also features a variety of ‘how to
guides’ and technical articles,
with the team’s customer service
advisors on hand to provide
support from start to finish. i

Door Superstore is part of the
CMO Group. The delivery
options are available on a wide
range of doors and hardware.
As part of the retailer’s commitment to customer service, Door
Superstore has made it easier www.doorsuperstore.co.uk
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Dormer Transformer
An Oxfordshire family turned
to local Freefoam Registered
Installer Ricky Romera of
Professor Windows to help
them with an ongoing issue
with their ten dormer windows around the front and
back elevations covered in
painted concrete render.
With constant exposure to the
elements, cold frosts caused the
render to separate and become
cracked and discoloured. Consequently to keep the property would be the solution. He exwater tight and tidy this meant plains: “We’ve used the Freefoam
the homeowner was spending cladding before on dormer elevathousands of pounds every year tions and it works really well. This
property took us a couple of
on scaffolding and repair.
They needed a long term solu- weeks. With scaffolding in place
tion. Professor Windows recom- we removed all the render, fitted
mended Fortex embossed PVC battens and installed the cladding
cladding, in the Weatherboard on each dormer. It was easy to fit
option. Having used Freefoam and we used the matching trims
cladding on other properties to give each one a neat, profesRomera was confident that it sional finish.”

Fortex embossed cladding is
available in a wide range of
colours and the homeowner was
able to choose the Sand option,
which was a similar colour to the
original painted render and
coordinates very well with the
windows and brickwork. i
Picture: Before and after.
www.freefoam.com

DE-SKILLED MANUAL, SEMI & FULLY AUTOMATIC SOLUTIONS - SERIES OR RANDOM GLASS SIZES

REDUCE LABOUR, DAMAGE AND REMAKES

www.ashton-industrial.com 01279 624810
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PERF RM
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01934 808 293

hello@insightdata.co.uk
@insightdata
www.insightdata.co.uk
502 Worle Park Way, Weston-super-Mare, BS22 6WA

Trade News

Bird’s Word – Lee’s Glee
GAP Ltd founder, Simon Bird,
has put the word out that
Richard Lee is extremely
happy to have been promoted to Commercial Director of the manufacturer and
distributor of PVC-U and aluminium building products.
In his current role as Window
& Roof Divisional Manager, Lee
has lead the strategic shift to offering Rehau profiles as standard
for all the windows and Rockdoors the business produces, as
well as launching a new alu-

minium bi-folding door under the
brand of HomeView using
Cortizo profile.
GAP founder, Simon Bird says:
“Although Richard has only been
with us for a relatively short
period of time, it was clear from
the beginning of his value to this
business thanks to his near 30
years in the industry. His product
knowledge, supplier relationships and reputation within GAP
is clear for all to see.
“With 80 depots across the
country together with five manu-

facturing plants, we and Lee are
incredibly happy to have found
someone it was worth creating a
position for which linked
together many key roles within
the business.”
Richard Lee adds, “I am very
proud to become the new Commercial Director of GAP. I’m looking forward to continuing to work
with everyone involved.” i

Video – Converting Old Windows Into New

Veka Recycling has a
stunning new video that
shows how its state-of-the-art
recycling processing facility
is playing its part in transforming end-of-life PVC-U
frames into brand new windows and doors.
The Northamptonshire plant,
which was completed at the end
of 2020 after a two-year build
at a cost of £15 million, is reputed to be the most sophisti-

cated of its type anywhere in
Europe.
The 2-minute video (which can
be viewed on the Veka Recycling
website) is compelling with
images of waste being groundfilled, followed by images of a
Veka Recycling tanker wending
its way through the countryside
laden with tonnes of processed
PVC-U pellet. Adding impact to
the imagery are the mountains of
frames (pictured above) at the

five-and-a-half-acre site being fed
into the plant, with shots of the
various stages of processing.
“After our plans to show
people round were severely
curtailed by Covid we decided
to make this video, to ensure we
can show the importance of
recycling old PVC-U window
and door frames, and how efficient our new plant is at doing
so,” says Simon Scholes MD of
Veka Recycling. i
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The Components
Of A Great Night Out
Supplier of insulated glass
components, the Thermoseal
Group, has been shortlisted
for ‘Best Component Supplier
Award’ in the 2021 G-Awards
– and will be supplying the
pre-event bubbly.
Winners are to be announced
at the G-Awards Gala Dinner
presentation evening hosted at
the London Hilton on Park Lane
Hotel on Friday 26 November.
The G-Awards is the industry’s
most established awards event
when the best performing
businesses are recognised for
demonstrating exceptional standards within the year preceding
entry.
Ranked No.96 in the Sunday

Times HSBC Internatio
onal Fast
Track 200 and voted Sp
pacer Bar
Manufacturer of the Ye
ear in the
last
National
Fen
nestration
Awards, Thermoseal Group’s
business development has been
non-stop. In 2020, in the face of
the backlash of Covid-19 and
Brexit, it saw a 21% increase in
export sales whilst coping with
massive swings in UK trade.
With an eye on the future requirements for its Thermobar and
Thermoflex warm edge spacers,
the Group set up a new Centre
for innovation and manufacturing, expanded its technical centre,
increased
production
capacity to meet growing
demand and achieved the In-
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vestors in People 6th Generation
standards.
“We are chuffed to be shortlisted for such a prestigious
award which is testament to the
hard work of our team. The past
18 months have been an
immense challenge for the whole
industry, so the Gala Dinner is a
welcome opportunity for us all to
relax and raise a glass to everyone,” says Gwain Paterson (pictured), MD of Thermoseal
Group. i

Golly Gee – 2 Gs For Veka

Veka Plc has been shortlisted for not one but two
categories at this year’s G21
Awards. The firm has been
named as a finalist in the
‘Best Sustainability Initiative’
and ‘Covid-19 Business
Hero’ Award categories.
32| Trade News | The Installer

The winners will be announced
at the G-Awards dinner which will
take place at Park Lane’s London
Hilton in November.
The Best Sustainability Initiative
looks to honour companies who
have adopted measures to minimise, reuse and recycle waste,

protect the environment and minimise energy use. They are also interested in measures that have
demonstrated the mitigation of
climate change.
The Covid-19 Business Hero
Award looks to play tribute to the
businesses that have reacted to
the global pandemic and pivoted
the way they operate to be a force
for good within the glass and
glazing industry. Veka’s strategic
response to the pandemic protected the welfare of its customers,
suppliers and employees. Veka
supplied material essential in the
manufacture of the ‘Nightingale’
hospitals and helped to support
200 local families with food over
Christmas. Despite unprecedented
demand and shortages of raw
materials, Veka’s approach has
resulted in continued supply to its
customers.
Veka Recycling, is also a G21
Awards finalist. – see previous
page for the story. i

2022
NEC BIRMINGHAM
10-12 MAY 2022

MISS
UK’S BIGGEST AND BEST TRADE SHOW
FOR THE WINDOWS, DOORS, GLAZING & COMPONENTS INDUSTRY

+4000
+200
SEE THE BEST IN THE INDUSTRY, BE THE BEST IN THE BUSINESS.

NEW SHOW DATES:
NEC BIRMINGHAM, 10-12 MAY 2022
FIT Show is on the move. Same award-winning event, new safer
Spring dates. For more information on FIT Show 2022, visit
www.ﬁtshow.co.uk/exhibit

#FITShow22

SUCCESS IT’S TIME TO

FUTURE

BUILD
BRAND
VISION

AMBITION

Stronger, faster, better.
As the UK moves towards economic recovery, it’s time to build.
Purplex is the marketing agency that helps ambitious companies
build their brand, their business and their future.
PR | Web | E-Commerce | Digital Marketing | Social | Creative
Call 01934 808 132 or email grow@purplexmarketing.com
purplexmarketing.com

@purplexuk

/company/purplexuk

/purplexuk

Speculate To
Accumulate
Andrew Scott, MD of
Purplex Marketing, the
full-service agency for the
glass and glazing sector,
has invested £1.5 million to
support the window industry.
Here he discusses why now
is the time for ambitious
businesses to build and
shape their future as he has
done with Purplex, Insight
Data and the Glazing
Summit – along with his
publishing businesses.
Andrew Andrew Scott writes: I
have always been conscious
of the vital role Purplex is able
to play in providing our
clients with a platform to
grow. This has never been
more apparent than over the
last 18 months, when the
challenges of the pandemic
coupled with Brexit have
resulted in crippling material,
supply and labour shortages
through a period of record
demand for home improvements.
When Covid first hit, we made
the decision to shift strategy and
support our customers with internal
communications
and
customer communications, as
well as maintaining their brand
and reputation.
The strategy clearly worked –
our clients weathered the storm
extremely well and over the past
year most have since gone on to
enjoy a record period of growth,
putting them in a strong position
as we head towards 2022.

the decision to make 2021 a
year of investment with the aim
of providing our clients with all
the tools to build and shape their
future.
The investment included £1.5
million in new offices on the
same site as our current headquarters. This new building can
accommodate 100-plus additional employees and features
state-of-the-art technology, a dedicated training centre, café and
gym – and it will become the first
net-zero carbon office in the
South-West.

Scott’s Corner

The time to build is NOW
With costs rising rapidly and
margins being squeezed, businesses will need to either drive
increased revenue to maintain
the same (or better) profit in cashterms or seek ways to increase
prices (and thus margins).
Trusted brands always attract a
premium. In 2022 and beyond,
businesses must strengthen their
brand to succeed. Marketing will
be more important than ever
before to connect with your
audience, build your brand and
business and ultimately secure
your future growth.
Thanks to our investments, we
are now 100% focused on helping our customers develop their
brand, market share and differentiate themselves so they can
win additional margin points at
a time when material costs are
rising.

Video
We have also invested in our
video production department
with 4K HDR cameras that have
been approved for use on BBC,
ITV, and Netflix; CAA approved
drone pilots with worldwide
insurance; 360-degree virtual
tours;
and
a
dedicated
TV/recording studio housed in Glazing Summit
As the discussions and debates
our new headquarters.
demonstrated at the recent
Glazing Summit, the opportuniRecruitment
We also made the decision to ties will be there for businesses
invest in strengthening our team moving forward. It is imperative
by recruiting 36 new staff, with that businesses put themselves
extensive investment in training into a position to grasp those
and development. We plan on opportunities. i
expanding to 200 staff in the
Picture: The Ascot Group’s
next three years.
The new office will give us the (which Andrew Scott’s
space to continue our upward businesses sit under) HQ.
trajectory, grow each area of our
A new era
But it’s not been easy and given operation and offer our clients purplexmarketing.com
the market uncertainty we made the best services.
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Comment
Scores On The Doors – Fans Flock To FIT
The organisers of the FIT Show reckon that when it opens,
scores of visitor will be piling through the doors – with doors of
the garden variety being the product most want to see. Well
isn’t it cheering to know that at the Birmingham NEC, May 1012, we will see a busy exhibition for the sector for the first time
in three years. And the fact that more people will come to see
garden doors than windows tells us that extensions and
outdoor add-on buildings are still going to be big come next
summer – with the chances that market will boom for years to
come. Don’t miss out aluminium feature this month – which has
some focus on aluminium garden and patio doors.
Barnsley Chop Reinstated – 236 Homes Now On
The Plate
Revised plans by Harron Homes Yorkshire for a disused
brownfiled site in Barnsley for 236 new homes has seen an
area of Birch Oak woodland reinstated that in previous plans
had been chopped. Not only does The Installer keep its readers
here and on TheInstaller.pro up-to-date with planning permission
applications and approvals so you can be first in with your bids
to do the fenestration install, we also like to detail the targets of
the builders. If they have an environmental remit, we say so you
can make sure you can align your company profile with the
profile of the firms they want to work with.
Environmental Commitment
We have two more stories on our News pages that show the
environmental commitment of companies in the sector. Both
focus on recycling. Recycling is a huge effort to be more
environment conscious but I must say that I believe too much is
said of what can be done with post-consumer waste and too
little of what can be done to lower or eliminate the toxins that
are used to produce the original product. The planet is still
fixated on using fossil fuels (despite commitments at COP to go
Net Zero) and the fossil fuel supplying nations (who would
have COP believe fossil fuels aren’t as damaging as their
global customers believe) know they won’t be cut off from their
profits anytime soon because very few nations and the
businesses that operate from them, won’t insist on going all
green electric or perhaps all green hydrogen...and that’s for
production, heating and vehicles. Vehicles include sea going
tankers coming all the way from China (unless of course we
stop buying quite so much from China in the first place.)
Brian J. Shillibeer, Editor
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When you need expert backup for a
fenestration dispute.
When a dispute between an installation company and a
homeowner cannot be settled, specialist expert advice
and reporting can be the best way forward.
Our RICS accredited experts can help. We can act as
a single joint expert or as a party appointed expert
and produce a high quality report in line with the Civil
Procedure Rules for expert witnesses.
• Domestic window and door installations
• Building regulation compliance inspections
• British Standard 8213-4
• Specification disputes

☑
☑
☑
☑
☑

RISA are specialists in domestic window installations. As part of the Glass and Glazing Federation Group,
we are able to call upon the resources and expertise of the entire GGF Group for the benefit of our
clients.

RICS accredited
Window and door
installation specialists
Party appointed expert
Single joint expert
CPR 35 compliant reports

www.risaltd.co.uk

PROFINDER

Profile Bending

Tel: 07932 243 008
Email: mehreen.haroon@profinder.eu

Planning Consultants
Spares for Repairs

Profile Bending

Window Bags & Display Cases

Window Protection Film

Andywrap® Masking Film
The No.1 UK leading Window Protector

• FREE NEXT DAY DELIVERY
(NO MINIMUM ORDER)
“Our in-depth knowledge, attention
to detail and friendly service make
Curved Frame Specialists the ideal
choice to build your custom frames.”

■ PVCU profi
file
i bending arch
and angle specialists
■ 7-10 working day turn
around
■ Over 20 years experience
■ Competitive prices

• AVAILABLE IN CLEAR
OR BLUE
• SOLVENT BASED ACRYLIC
(BEST YEAR-ROUND ADHESIVE)

• SUPPLYING THE GLAZING
INDUSTRY FOR OVER 25 YEARS

Call Freephone:

0800 0850006

sales@andywrap.net

PROFINDER
Tel: 07932 243 008

Access Systems

Fo
or all your access control
an
nd door hardware
solutions
Electric Strikes
Deadlocking Bolts
● Waterproof Keypads
● Compact Shearlocks
● Deadlocks & Deadlatches
● Lo
ock Accessories
● Tr
ransom Door Closers
● Vortex Magnets
●
●

01202 676262
info@alpro.co.uk
w w w. a l p ro . c o . u k

www.profinder.eu

Email: mehreen.haroon@profinder.eu

Colour Applicators

Conservatory Roofs

AN INDUSTRY LEADING
COLOUR COATING SPECIALIST
FOR WINDOWS, DOORS AND
ROOFLINE
ANY COLOUR IN 5 DAYS

Get a FREE Quote
on 01924 454856
or visit
kolorseal.co.uk

Audio Window Systems

Handling Equipment

Baypole Jacks
You can buy jacking kits from as
little as £6.00 each (subject to
order). Kits manufactured to fit
most systems with various loadings.
Top and bottom adjustments meet
Fensa requirements.

£6.00 each
Jacking kits for £

Flyscreens

Systems Duraflex, Swish24/7, Eurocell,
Status, Synseal, Kommerling, Veka

CAP DESIGNS LIMITED

Ref: Fab11

53 Pound Lane Central,
Basildon, Essex, SS15 4EX
Phone: 0844 4772505
Fax: 0871 2214305
E-mail: capjacking@aol.com
Web: www.capdesigns.co.uk

Corner Protectors
“Technically the best way
to toe and heel glass”

Corner protectors • Flat,Bridge,Wedge and Frame Packers • Locking wedges • Run up blocks • Flexible corner wedges
For more information or to find your local stockists visit:
glazpart.com/products/glazing-accessories/
or call 01295 264533 to speak with one of the team.

Profile Bending
Machinery

G.M.FORMERS
DRY PVCU PROFILE BENDING
HIGH SPEC FORMERS FOR ALL PROFILES
t: +44(0)1744 24256
f: +44(0)1744 24279
e: geoff@gmformers.com
w: www.gmformers.com

Window openers

Visoglide Plus
Aluminium Sliding Doors

Let the light in

Combining the beneﬁts of a large picture window,
which allows light to ﬂood in to an internal space, with an easy
opening operation, Visoglide Plus is a high quality, highly
versatile system which is a great option for even the largest
project.
Delivering outstanding thermal eﬃciency, Visoglide Plus oﬀers
contemporary styling and robust performance, with the option
of slide, or lift and slide operation on double or triple tracks.

Call us now for enquiries :
Tel : 01296 668899
Fax now for a quotation : 01296 301839.
or email : enquiries@garrardwindows.co.uk
Visit our website :

www.garrardwindows.co.uk

We pride ourselves on our reliability

